Deep inelastic structure functions for the nucleon are obtained in a constituent quark model on the light cone. In the Bjorken limit the parton model is derived. Structure functions from the hadronic tensor at the scale µ ∼ 0.25 GeV are evolved from (0.6 GeV) 2 to −q 2 ∼ 15 GeV 2 . The model incorporates the quark boosts, is designed to describe form factors and structure functions, and to provide a link between the parton and constituent quark models. The main effect of the spin force between quarks is described in terms of smaller 
and incorporation of boosts are required. The two-body spin force between quarks from color magnetism also leads to a negative slope. The polarization asymmetry A 
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I. INTRODUCTION
At low momentum transfer (−q 2 < 0.25 GeV 2 ) the nonrelativistic quark model (NQM 1 ) explains many of the nucleon's static properties as originating from three valence quarks whose dynamics include a two-body confinement potential and a two-body spin force motivated by one-gluon exchange of perturbative quantum chromodynamics (QCD). The effective degrees of freedom at low energies are dressed or constituent quarks which are expected to emerge in the spontaneous chiral symmetry breakdown of QCD. Other degrees of freedom, such as gluons, are integrated out. A chiral version of the NQM may be constructed by including various soft-pion and electromagnetic amplitudes and those from quark current commutators. 2 In the NQM, estimates for the kinetic energies of the u and d quarks are of the same order as the constituent quark mass, m q ∼ m N /3, leading to the conclusion that relativistic effects are important for these quarks. There are numerous contributions in the literature that include relativistic corrections to order (v/c) 2 in particle velocities compared to the velocity of light, or (p/m) 2 in momentum/mass powers. However, for a nucleon matrix element of the electromagnetic current, say, one obtains powers up to (p/m) 10 . To see this, let us describe each quark by a Dirac spinor with S-wave upper and P -wave lower component in the static limit. Then the nucleon spin wave function contains products of three such quark spinors and one nucleon total-momentum spinor (see Eq. 2 below) that are coupled by Dirac matrices to the nucleon spin. Altogether the quark current contributes up to two powers of momentum and each nucleon wave function up to four giving up to ten powers for such current matrix elements. There is no a priori reason to believe that relativistic corrections of lowest order up to (p/m) 2 should dominate or that an expansion in p/m powers would converge rapidly.
A chief motivation for the development of the light-cone quark model is to include relativistic effects to all orders and avoid truncated p/m expansions. The model is formulated on the light cone for several reasons. First, in Dirac's light-cone form of relativistic quantum mechanics 3 one boost operator and two linear combinations of boost and rotation genera-tors are kinematic, i.e.independent of interactions, which is crucial for the construction of form factors involving boosted wave functions. On the other hand, two rotation generators become interaction dependent so that rotational symmetry is more difficult to implement.
Second, deep inelastic structure functions are based on the kinematics of the Bjorken limit (q 2 → −∞ and P · q → ∞, with the scaling variable x = −q 2 /2P · q finite), where the virtual photon naturally probes the quark current matrix elements near the light cone.
To stay as close as possible to the NQM, the light-cone quark model uses the same parameters and nearly the same values of the NQM parameters. The constituent quark mass m q ∼ m N /3, and the proton (quark core or confinement) radius is given by the inverse of the harmonic oscillator constant, α ∼ m q , the main parameter of the confinement potential.
The light-cone quark model 4 improves the magnetic form factor fits to larger momentum transfers −q 2 ∼ = 1 to 2 GeV 2 , as well as the N → ∆(1232) M1-transition 5 and magnetic moments of the baryon decuplet.
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At high energy, though, the polarized EMC data 7 seem to imply that the quarks contribute less than 15% to the proton spin, as observed in the singlet axialvector current matrix element. This is known as the "spin crisis" caused by the EMC's polarized deep inelastic scattering (DIS) data. 8 We are using the light-cone quark model to examine this discrepancy and find that A p 1 (x) can be described in the valence quark region. This result is based on several ingredients. First, the polarization asymmetry A the quark model. Second, both of these DIS observables are ratios of structure functions which are only moderately affected by uncertainties inherent in a perturbative evolution from low to high momentum. Third, the vector sum of the constituent spins is not Lorentz invariant. This point has recently been emphasized by Ma et al. 9 In the rest frame of the proton the spins of the constituent quarks sum to the proton spin in the light-cone quark model. In contrast the EMC data measure
where q ↑ (x) and q ↓ (x) are the probabilities of finding a quark (or antiquark) of flavor q with longitudinal momentum fraction x of the proton and polarization parallel and antiparallel to the proton spin in the infinite momentum frame. The quantity ∆q is defined by the singlet axial current matrix element < P, S|qγ µ γ 5 q|P, S >= ∆qS µ in a Lorentz invariant way. Thus ∆Σ = ∆u + ∆d + ∆s is the sum of quark helicities in the infinite momentum frame, whereas
differs from the spin sum in the proton rest frame, ∆q L , by the matrix element of an operator
that depends on the transverse motion of the quarks. that allows us to simulate the effects of a spin force between quarks.
The need for a spin interaction in the hadronic spectroscopy is known and established. While in the nonrelativistic quark model (NQM) the strength α s ∼ 1.6 of the OGE is unrealistically large so that its spin-orbit interaction actually spoils the success with the hadronic masses, 14 in a relativized CQM the OGE enters with a more realistic strength α s ∼ 0.6 and its spin orbit interaction is helpful in the mass spectroscopy.
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The main effect of the spin interaction for the nucleon is a smaller spatial size (and lighter mass) of scalar u − d quark pairs, which can be modeled by a larger transverse momentum spread (α > ) in the radial (relativistic harmonic oscillator) nucleon wave function φ N . We adopt such a parameterization 12 in Eq.(3) for the internal proton wave function
where
and D is an adjustable deformation parameter. The light-cone spinors denoted by u(p i ) or u N are solutions of the free on-shell quark or nucleon Dirac equation with the metric conventions of ref. 16 ; they contain the light-cone boosts. C = iγ 2 γ 0 is the charge conjugation matrix.
The variable q 2 is the relative quark four-momentum between the up quark (#1) and down quark (#3) and Q 2 between the up quark (#2) and the ud pair (# ′ s1&3) so that
with i x i = 1. The variables q 3 , Q 3 and q 1 , Q 1 are defined by cyclic permutation of the indices in Eq.4. Equivalently, the 
III. ELECTROMAGNETIC NUCLEON FORM FACTORS
The electromagnetic form factors of the nucleon are derived from the matrix elements
in the Drell-Yan frame, where q + = 0, so that
where q T = (q 1 , q 2 ) and
Substituting the nucleon wave function from Eqs.1, 2, 3 into Eq.5 we obtain
where the primes denote the interacting quark in the final state with momentum p
The form of the first term in Eq.7 with φ from Eq.3 suggests using q 1T and Q 1T as integration variables. The quark momentum variables in terms of q 1 , Q 1 are given by
The term with φ(13, 2 ′ )φ(13, 2) uses q 2T and Q 2T as integration variables, while q 3T and Q 3T
are used in all cross terms such as φ(1 ′ 2, 3)φ(13, 2). Otherwise the analysis of the Diracspinor matrix elements and traces follows that given by our work in ref. 4 . The perpendicular integrals over the Gaussians are done analytically including the polynomial structure from the Dirac γ-algebra, while the remaining integrals over x 1 and x 2 are done numerically.
IV. STRUCTURE FUNCTIONS
The deep inelastic form factors W 1,2 are defined in terms of the Lorentz and gauge invariant expansion of the symmetric part of the hadronic tensor
The hadronic tensor derives from the imaginary part of the forward virtual Compton scattering amplitude. It may be written in terms of the quark current
holds for all four momentum components of the struck quark that becomes free in the Bjorken limit (see Eq.15 below). The imaginary part of the energy denominator (together with the denominator p ′+ of the currents) in light-cone perturbation theory supplies the
The transverse (denoted by T ) and + momentum components are conserved at the photon-quark vertex. The invariant phase space volume element
reflects the separation of the internal and c.m. motion, as the internal wave function ψ N (x i , q i , Q i , λ i ) does not change under kinematic Lorentz transformations and translations of the nucleon. The relative momentum variables q i and Q i for quark i=1,2,3 are defined as in Eq.(4) for quark 2, so that
Substituting the wave function from Eqs.1,2 we get more explicitly for the proton
This expression may be further simplified using identities such as
where, e.g.,
holds for all four components, it is easy to verify that W µν of Eq.10 is gauge invariant:
involve the typical terms of the form
We define F 1 (x, q 2 ) = m N W 1 and F 2 (x, q 2 ) = νW 2 with the energy transfer m N ν = P · q → ∞, while the longitudinal Bjorken-Feynman momentum fraction x = −q 2 /(2m N ν)
stays finite in the approach to scaling as q 2 → −∞ and ν → +∞. In the Bjorken limit
In light-cone variables it is convenient to work in a frame where the nucleon moves along the z (or 3-)axis:
. (In the nucleon rest frame P + = m N and the photon energy q 0 = ν → ∞ from Eq.15.) If we take q z < 0, then
and q T stay finite. In fact, from Eq.15 we obtain
as ν → ∞, where ξ is the Nachtmann variable that may also be written as
If we use p 
Equivalently, the delta function in Eq.10 may be rewritten as
in the Bjorken limit, where also ξ → x.
We are now ready to project
from W µν , where
Using
in Eq.12 the typical term in W µν g µν for the proton scales as
including q −2 from the delta function in Eq.17 and using
Replacing effectively in W µν g µν of Eq.12 all the terms
µν W µν scale to zero because of the extra ν → ∞ in the denominator of the P µ P ν terms in P 1,2 µν . Substituting Eqs.17,20 into Eq.12, we obtain the structure function of the parton model
where the quark probabilities q i are derived from the light-cone quark model wave function ψ N :
For F 2 the extra factor ν/(1 − ν 2 /q 2 ) → 2xm N , so that F 2 (x) = 2xF 1 (x) is obtained. From the normalization of the nucleon wave function ψ N we obtain the sum rule for F 2 :
The polarized structure functions g i (x, q 2 ) are defined by the antisymmetric part of the hadronic tensor
with the spin vector
In order to extract g 1 and g 2 , we expand the relevant terms 
and
In the Bjorken limit Eq.17 yields for the delta function
The q 2 factor in Eq.29 is the only q-dependence in Eq.28. Substituting Eq.29 into Eq.28 along with the nucleon wave function ψ N from Eqs.1,2,3 we obtain
We analyze Eq.31 using the identities in Eqs.13, 13 ′ and
This yields for the first term of [23, 1] ρ , for example,
Integrating Eq.33 over the internal momentum coordinates yields the expression
which, except for the factor S ρ , is precisely the corresponding term in the quark probability in Eq.22. The trace in the second term of [23, 1] 
vanishes obviously, and that of the third term similarly, etc. For the first term in
which, on integrating over the internal momentum variables, yields the contribution A perturbative QCD evolution from such a low resolution value to high q 2 is unreliable.
To avoid this problem we extract the momentum dependent structure functions
from the hadronic tensor at the µ = 0.25 GeV scale (before the Bjorken limit). Then we evolve them from −q 2 = (0.6 GeV) 2 , where the relativistic quark model is clearly valid, to the −q 2 ∼ 15 GeV 2 of the EMC data.
V. LIGHT-CONE QUARK MODEL WITH COLOR MAGNETISM
It is well known that a nucleon wave function based on the symmetric [56, 0 + ] representation of SU (6) generates deep inelastic structure functions in disagreement with the data. In particular, the ratio of neutron-to-proton structure functions F
is constant in contrast to the negative slope of the data shown in Fig.2 .
In the NQM the SU (6) 
are the usual relative quark variables in coordinate space and
in light cone variables.
The [70, 0 + ] wave function of mixed symmetry involves the radial wave functions
which are translated to the light cone using the Fourier transform
and the corresponding ones for λ and its conjugate momentum variable p λ and ρ · λ. Note the important relative minus sign in the Fourier transforms
In the nonrelativistic limit the longitudinal momentum fractions x j → 1/3, and obtain the nucleon magnetic moments µ p = 2.475 n.m. and µ n = −1.58 n.m. which increase in absolute value by 5% to 15% when pion cloud corrections are included.
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For D = 0, we also obtain the constant SU(6) value 2/3 for F from the hadronic tensor and evolved them from −q 2 = (0.6 GeV) 2 , where our relativistic quark model is still valid, but
. These results are shown in the dot-dashed and short-dashed lines in Fig.4 . From the latter we now see more clearly the missing sea-quarks at x < 1/3. Note that the shift of the F p 2 peak to smaller x mainly comes from the QCD evolution. Choosing a higher value than (0.6 GeV) 2 makes the QCD corrections too small.
However, including sea quarks that mainly contribute at small x would effectively shift the evolution from (0.6 GeV) 2 to 11 GeV 2 ; the dashed line is for the spin force from color magnetism.
